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All information and details correct at the time of going to press. Subject to change.

As one of the leading manufacturers of ergonomic school furniture in Europe, VS are proud to deliver
products of exceptional quality, function and service. Our aim is simple - to help build better, more
flexible learning environments for education. For more than a century, VS has made many significant
contributions to the development of school furniture and helped pioneer new approaches to er-
gonomics and flexible learning on a global scale.

As a complete supplier with an extensive range of over 2000 educational products, we offer highly
comprehensive furnishing solutions from a single source. In addition to our innovative products, VS
also offer extended services that cover all areas of planning, project management and customer
service.

Our global network of dealers and advocates passionately promote the VS brand – working closely
to help expand our market leadership.
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Gareth Long.
A former headteacher and leading advisor
on flexible learning, Gareth gives an insight
into why he believes attitudes to furniture
should change to create a more positive
outcome for the future of education in
UK schools. 1
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Gareth Long is a leading education specialist and director of education advisory company the-learning-crowd
with a vibrant track record of implementing revolutionary transformation strategies nationally and internationally.
Building upon more than 30 years of professional, academic and international consulting experience, Gareth com-
bines unique expertise with world class innovative solutions to address current and emerging educational needs.



This combined research has given VS a clear direction and
vision to support pupils and schools, enabling them to be
recognised internationally as market leaders. They have used this
extensive research to design a wide range of high quality furniture
that is agile enough to allow pupils to work in a wide variety of
ways and crucially support the individual's body to move naturally
whilst concentrating – encouraging pupils to adopt healthy body
posture behaviours.

VS have also created a whole suite of classroom furniture that
allows staff to design the most effective solutions to work with
any number of pedagogies. This is why so many schools, groups,
districts and countries will only buy VS solutions. The standard is
always one of comfort, excellence, efficiency and reliability that
instils confidence, providing real value for their investment.

Gareth Long
Director
the-learning-crowd ltd
www.the-learning-crowd.com
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Throughout hundreds of secondary schools in the UK, pupils
go to the same rooms to learn everyday, sit in the same place,
often next to the same people. Even when changing subject lessons,
different classrooms are often identical in style and layout. To
compound the monotony further, pupils are often expected to sit
still during lessons, face forward, not fidget or move unnecessarily.
Over their primary and secondary school years, this accounts for
many thousands of hours studying in discomfort, resulting in poor,
under-developed posture.

This why is good, ergonomic educational furniture is necessary.
The realisation of a digitally enhanced curriculum, with extensive
use of mobile ICT devices and differentiated teaching methods,
means that more agile and flexible learning environments are
needed. It's accepted that in a commercial environment, good
quality ergonomic furniture is beneficial for improving working
practices and reducing the risk of RSI or back-related complaints.
Yet in many schools, it's traditionally viewed that a cheap 'one
size fits all' approach to classroom furniture is sufficient to cater
for often vastly different pupil physicality – not to mention their
individual learning needs!

Having worked in and with schools for many years, I know that,
in many schools, furniture is not given the priority I believe it
deserves. Previously a secondary headteacher, I now work ex-
tensively with schools, authorities, architects and construction
companies both in the UK and abroad to try and ensure that any
new learning environments are able to reflect the widest range
of teaching and learning styles, both for now and for the future.

This is precisely why I am such a proponent of manufacturers
such as VS furniture. VS has, for many years, considered, explored
and researched every aspect of the development of the human body
and well as working to understand the whole range of teaching
pedagogies from around the world. They have also fully explored
the impact of the whole learning environment, as evidenced by
their considerable support and collaboration on the resourceful
book ‘The Third Teacher’.

The same standards that apply in a commercial environment
should be even more of a priority in schools, all of which serve
a large population of pupils whose bodies are constantly growing
and developing – they need flexible solutions. Despite this
knowledge being well documented, there are still far too many
pupils sitting on the cheapest and most uncomfortable chairs and
studying at unergonomic desks. These do not support body devel-
opment and restrict the urge for movement. Fidgeting is a natural
strategy to cope, both physically and mentally during periods of
sustained concentration and mobility. Classroom furniture needs
to embrace this, not inhibit it. There is plenty of research to prove
that poor furniture has a negative impact on academic attainment.

This is one of the fundamental reasons I am so passionate
about getting it right, but also alarmed why so many schools
striving for improvement don’t seem to understand. Attitudes
really do need to change. All too often when discussions turn to
the provision of furniture for learning environments, a minimal
budget is allocated and conversations even then revert to
whether further financial savings can be made. In reality, these
spaces are where increased investment should be made, as both
staff and pupils spend the majority of the time in them – the
very purpose of school education!

7
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Flexible Learning.
VS manufacture highly ergonomic
educational furniture, designed
to provide schools with superior
products that exceed expectations
and meet the demand for more
flexible learning. 2a

Creating truly flexible learning environments is a vital consideration for modern learning cultures within schools.
As a comprehensive educational furniture supplier, VS provide ergonomic product solutions that enable multiple
configuration and adjustment options to do just that. Desks can tessellate in a number of ways to suit learning
styles and varied subject teaching. Classroom chairs are specifically designed to encourage natural movement and
adapt to individual body types and sizes, effectively 'growing' with the pupil as they develop physically.

By seamlessly integrating ergonomics, adaptable furniture, layout and room function, VS products allow learning
environments to be highly flexible, yet remain structured and coordinated. This is an important interaction for
pupils of all ages to promote well-being and bolster academic success.
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VS Furniture –
The flexible learning environment.
Curricular demands for more flexible and differentiated teaching
methods often creates a need for varied classroom configuration
throughout the day. Schools should provide space for learning
in large or small groups, project or teamwork and exercises and
revision – also for periods of quiet study and recreation. This
calls for school furniture that enables learning environments to
be infinitely flexible, quickly and efficiently.

Tables and chairs for teacher-focussed lessons.

Stackable Compass school tables and Compass four-legged chairs
are available in six EU-normed sizes. The table comes with a
sliding materials tray that can accommodate a laptop. At the end
of the lessons the tray can be safely stored in the classroom
cupboard or a mobile Serie 600 cupboard module.

Flexible furniture for all group sizes.

As its name implies, the LiteTable is extremely light-weight but
highly robust and durable. They can be vertically stacked easily and
efficiently by pupils (up to seven), making the LiteTable a flexible
solution for learning areas that require numerous reconfigurations
throughout the day – as well as a more traditional frontal-teaching
configuration. The four-legged chair Compass-VF is also easily
stackable, creating additional space when not required.

Project and teamwork in small groups.

For project-oriented lessons in small groups, various work zones
can be arranged and function areas defined quickly and efficiently
with the discretion screens of the Serie 2000. Integrated rollers
allow the screens to be moved smoothly. They are available in
various executions: translucent, acoustically sound absorbent,
writeable or pin-able.

Flexibility for teachers.

RondoLift tables are equipped with a gas-filled strut for infinite
height adjustment. They are entirely mobile, so the teacher can
move with the table throughout the room as required (see also
'Teacher on the move' on page 13).

Self-organised individual work.

Media utilisation has now become an essential part of modern
schooling, particularly for individual study. VS provide a mobile PC
and research workplace: the Serie 600-Info-terminal. The lockable
roller top safely protects the Info-terminal when not in use.

Areas for revision, exercise and partnering work.

For concentrated revision, exercise or partnering work, adaptable
furniture is required to facilitate fast and efficient reconfiguration.
The LiteTable and PantoMove are ideal both choices. The LiteTable
because of it's extremely light weight for easy moving and the
PantoMove due to it's height adjustable seat and optional foot
ring. Both products make for an ergonomic solution for pupils of
varying age groups, utilising the same learning space throughout
the day.

Teacher-focussed lessons:
Forward-facing desk configuration provides a classic classroom
layout for frontal teaching. Mobile discretion screens can be
conveniently placed at the back of the room when not in use.

Group/Teamwork lessons:
Strategically placed mobile discretion screens of the Serie 2000
create multiple learning zones – tables are grouped together to
allow teamwork study and activities.

Individual work:
Strategically placed mobile discretion screens of the Serie 2000
and singular desk placement provides areas for individual assis-
tance, supervision and private study.



56,5-82 cm

TriTable Puzzle RondoLift-KFErgo-IIIPantoMove-LuPo
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Flexible tables for more creative classroom configurations.

The TriTable is an ideal choice for flexible classrooms. Due to it's ergonomic triangular shape, it can
be used either as a stand-alone table or grouped together in many different ways to form a multi-
tude of configurations (see diagram above). The single central leg castor allows for easy movement
within the classroom and they're easily stackable too, making them suitable for smaller learning
spaces, as well as more open learning environments.

The rounded shape of the Puzzle Table provides an ergonomic, visually stimulating option, particu-
larly suited to very young learners. The soft, curved lines of the table can be grouped together in a
multitude of configurations (see diagram top right), creating less angular, more natural shapes
throughout the learning environment. This provides a fun, highly flexible challenge and interaction
– the lack of hard corners also ensures a safer option for over-active pupils!

Teacher on the move.

The RondoLift is a gas-sprung central column table, with infinite height adjustment that can be
swiftly adapted to the individual requirements of the teacher. This highly ergonomic feature enables
teachers to work in either a seated or standing position with ease, encouraging regular changes of
working posture, at the same time improving health and well-being. Base castors also allow it to be
easily moved and relocated anywhere within the classroom to suit flexible learning activities.

The RondoLift also features a lockable drawer under its oval table top. Here, the teacher can safely
and securely store teaching materials. The mobility of the table makes it particularly suitable for
teaching with wireless computers.

Height-adjustable desks offer greater flexibility.

Height-adjustable chairs for dynamic sitting are basic ergonomic requirements for healthy and pro-
ductive learning in that they facilitate a positive physiological sitting posture. But what happens if
the desk/table height isn't designed to be continually adjusted? If the desk/table is too low for any
given pupil, they're forced to work with a hunched back, which places strain on the inter-vertebral
discs. If the desk/table is too high, a pupil may all too easily suffer tenseness in the shoulders.

The Ergo desk is fitted with infinite height adjustment by crank handle from 56,5 to 82 cm – en-
abling it to be swiftly and directly adapted to suit the individual height requirements of any pupil
working on it at that particular moment.

Another major plus point of the Ergo desk is that it greatly simplifies the job of pre-planning furniture
of various sizes throughout the school. It also negates the laborious task of moving awkward and
potentially heavy furniture back and forth between classrooms, or even within the classroom itself.

VS Furniture –
Ergonomics in the classroom.
No two pupils are the same. Within each academic year, heights for similar, or same-age pupils can
vary considerably, so classroom furniture – particularly seating – should ideally suit the individual
physicality of the pupil and allow them to remain comfortable and focused at all times. This is an
important interaction that encourages natural movement, enhances concentration and helps improve
academic attainment.
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Ergonomic furniture encourages
natural body movement and increased
brain activity.

Swing and turn for maximum comfort and support.

The PantoSwing is a cantilevered frame chair, where the inclina-
tion of the seat under load increases frame tension and changes
the centre of gravity – creating a gentle, controlled back and
forth rocking motion. In a forward-sitting position, the seat is in-
clined forwards, stimulating the spine to engage dynamically to
stabilise posture.

VS anti-slip polypropylene seat shells are double-layered, creat-
ing a subtle air-cushioned effect for additional comfort during
extended periods of study. The ergonomic shape of the upper
section allows pupils to turn the chair, facing the opposite direc-
tion - providing additional 'dynamic' seating options.

One size rarely fits all.

Correct ergonomic sitting can only be achieved when a pupil's
chair allows for adjustment to suit their individual height. Within
each academic year, heights for similar, or same-age pupils can
vary considerably. As subject teaching changes from classroom
to classroom, the furniture – particularly seating – should allow
pupils to remain comfortable and focused throughout the day.

In the DIN EN 1729 standard, body height and seat/table height
has been carefully correlated to determine six generic sizes that
cater for various age-ranges throughout schools. This serves as a
good starting point, but ideally, each pupil within any specific
age-range should have access to chairs and tables that can be
quickly adjusted to suit his or her own individual height.

Learning can be pure rock and roll too.

The Hokki stool was designed to not only blur, but eradicate the
boundaries between controlled sitting and natural, free move-
ment. Most dynamic seating is designed to move in linear direc-
tions, but the controlled, yet multi-directional movement of the
Hokki provides a stimulating interaction, allowing the pupil to
continually shift posture, or 'rock and roll' during lessons. This
has proven to increase blood flow and oxygen throughout the
body and brain, essential for increased levels of concentration
whilst learning (see the following pages on ergonomics and in-
creased brain activity).

Made from highly durable polypropylene, the Hokki is highly
scratch resistant and extremely light, allowing for safe, easy relo-
cation throughout the classroom, or indeed, multiple classrooms
or learning environments.

Chair: 31 35 38 43 46 51 cm

Table: 53 59 64 71 76 82 cm
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PantoMove-LuPo

PantoMove-LuPo

PantoSwing-LuPoHokki

Ergonomically designed dynamic seating that rocks.

Crucial to ergonomic workstations are chairs, desks/tables that
can be adapted to individual pupil height. The PantoMove swivel
chair is not only infinitely height-adjustable, it has an innovative
3D tilt mechanism which facilitates natural body movement or
'dynamic' sitting. Here the seat surface reacts to each change in
load or body position by tilting forward, back or sideways accord-
ingly. In this way, the dynamic chair provides pupils with the
freedom of movement which is essential to the development of a
healthy posture and sustained concentration.

In the course of dynamic sitting:

• the spinal column is regularly flexed and extended
• the inter-vertebral discs are continuously supplied with
nutrients

• the complex back muscles are stimulated and strengthened
• the over 100 joints in the spinal column are kept in a
balance of movement.

The positive effect: the natural urge to be active is no longer
suppressed; instead, it is encouraged to sustained effect in the
service of healthy development.
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“Watching a child makes it obvious 
that development of the mind comes 
through movement”
Maria Montessori – founder of the Montessori method of 
education, practised in an estimated 20,000 schools worldwide.

Successful learning must engage the body, 
the mind and the soul.

Constantly telling pupils to sit still or sit up straight reinforces the
unfortunate disapproval that some teachers have traditionally
shown towards natural movement needs of children – a miscon-
ception that the brain is somehow separate from the body and
that the body plays no part in the way we learn. Combined with
the static design of most academic furniture, pupils are deprived
of physical and sensory experiences that are essential for both
physical and mental growth.

Developing children that have become accustomed to passive-
receptive physical behaviour, quickly fall into a trap of inactive
sitting. Through this, development can become unbalanced. In-
active sitting places greater stress on the tissues and systems of
developing bodies. pupils forced to remain still in a physically
static environment become more uncomfortable, more tired, and
less productive. In fact, the number of pupils who develop sitting-
related musculoskeletal symptoms and disorders continues to
increase.

Make peace with fidgeting, it's only natural!

The human body is not designed to be static. Numerous scientific
studies have shown important interconnections between body,
mind and soul. Human development is dependent on movement.

Because the natural behaviour of children is fundamental in the
design and function of classroom chairs, pupils need furniture
that can help them twist, rock back and forth, and swivel around.
Resulting from normal subconscious activities, fidgeting is a natural
strategy the brain relies on to insure the physical and mental
survival during periods of sustained concentration and immobility.
Therefore by allowing small movements during class, teachers and
ergonomic furniture can increase a pupil’s ability to concentrate
and develop normally.

Research shows that pupils aged between 6-10 can’t sit still more
than 5 minutes on average, those between 11-15 can’t sit still more
than 15 minutes on average and those between 15-20 can’t sit still
more than 25 minutes on average. Because a sitting pupil is in a
constant physical relationship with one’s chair, school chairs need
to be able to accommodate a range of natural movements –

not hinder them. This need can be met by an ergonomic roll-
swivel chair with the seat surface that offers three dimensional
movements. This 'active' seating has a natural rhythmic effect on
the entire postural system.

Flexible seating that increases blood circulation improves
posture, concentration and well-being whilst learning.

Cells need oxygen transported by blood, to burn energy. Blood
also carries carbon dioxide – waste from the body’s burned energy
– out of the cells. The effectiveness of this process is facilitated
by tissue perfusion, a measure of the exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide within the body’s tissues. It’s the basis for keeping
individual cells, and ultimately human beings, alive.

Physical movement increases oxygen supply and is essential for
stimulating cognition. When pupils are physically engaged,
specific hormones are released that have a positive influence on
brain activity. As a result, attention spans grow longer, and the
ability to concentrate improves. Research proves that this relation-
ship between movement and brain activity leads to better academic
results.

The flexible chair seat naturally adjusts to the weight
shifting from front to back and supports a good posture.
This is the optimum body position for body comfort and
improved concentration.

The flexible chair seat supports the distribution of weight
from back to front. The angle of the hips opens up, and
the torso is supported by the slightly reclined backrest of
the chair. This is ideal for relaxed thinking time, more 
attentive listening and engaging in conversation.

Research has shown that giving pupils increased oppor-
tunities to move while seated (i.e., rocking or swivelling)
triggers increased levels of attention and concentration
during test taking (shown in blue). The control group,
which remained in a rigid seating position, is shown in red.
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Flexible Learning.
The following pages show a range of
high-quality ergonomic furniture, carefully
selected for UK schools. VS has a long-standing
reputation internationally, with a growing
portfolio of over 2000 innovative products
designed to create flexible solutions for
almost any learning environment. 2b
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An important consideration for any flexible learning environment is the ability to quickly and efficiently
reconfigure tables and chairs to suit varied teaching styles.

The LiteTable is a perfect choice due to the light-weight metal frame and uniquely constructed work surface. Con-
veniently stackable, it is available in a range of shapes and sizes suitable for tessellation in a variety of group con-
figurations. The cantilevered frame of the PantoSwing-VF chair is designed to allow a gentle rocking motion whilst
sitting, aiding concentration by enabling the body to move more naturally. The seat shell is is available in natural
beech, or a range of stained wood colour finishes.

LiteTable

PantoSwing-VF
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Segmenting a classroom into areas for group learning without distraction is often required to support more
flexible learning activities.

The TriTable is a triangular design suitable for tessellating into multiple shaped configurations. Fitted with a single-leg
castor, it can be easily moved anywhere within the classroom. The cantilevered frame of the PantoSwing-LuPo chair
creates a gentle rocking motion whilst sitting, encouraging natural body movement. The seat shell is a double-layered
polypropylene design, creating an air-cushioning effect for added comfort. The ergonomic shape of the Hokki stool pro-
vides the perfect balance between controlled sitting and natural, free body movement and adds a lot of fun to learning!

Lastly, the Serie 2000 discretion screens are ideal for occasional partitioning for individual study, monitoring or small
group work. Additional base castors allow for easy moving around the classroom, with panels available in a variety of
sizes and finishes – from translucent to pin-able.

PantoSwing-LuPo

TriTable

Serie 2000

Hokki
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Uno-M

Despite curricular demand for more flexible learning configurations within the classroom,
there will always be a need for traditional frontal-teaching practices within schools.

The Uno-M classroom table is a classic design suitable for modern or traditional teaching. It Features
the extremely hard-wearing LIGNOdur worktop construction, noted for its durability and resistance
to breaking, cracking, deforming and de-laminating. The Compass-LuPo is a popular, highly durable
classroom chair with a double-layered polypropylene seat shell design, creating an air-cushioning
effect for added comfort.

Compass-LuPo
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NetWork

Another traditional frontal-teaching configuration, this time featuring classroom tables for pairing pupils. Also, a practical
solution for suspending chairs and clearing floor-space when not in use.

The NetWork table is a highly robust steel-frame design available with optional castors for ease of movement. Available in a variety
of shapes and sizes, they can be tessellated to form multiple combinations of round, trapezoidal or rectangular configurations. As well
as providing traditional and flexible learning opportunities, the NetWork table is fitted with underside support struts, enabling chairs
(PantoMove-LuPo in this scenario) to be suspended off the ground, freeing floor space for practical purposes, such as cleaning.

PantoMove-LuPo
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Ergo-III PantoMove-VF

Combining ergonomics and flexibility for pupils of all age-ranges and sizes is imperative to gain the maximum
benefit from school furniture, increasing well-being and delivering improved academic results.

The Ergo-III desk is infinitely height-adjustable via crank handle, with an adjustable slanted worktop, allowing quick
and efficient changes by various pupils throughout the day - providing a truly flexible classroom solution.
The PantoMove-VF chair provides height-adjustment and ergonomic benefits (see page 14) and is a perfect partner for
the Ergo-III desk to support flexible learning.

The Serie 600 is a complete storage solution, comprising mobile or floor-standing units to suit all classrooms or learning
environments. The units are manufactured from durable LIGNOpal chipboard and are available in a variety of finishes,
sizes and configuration options. Also supplied with durable Gratnells plastic tray inserts.

Serie 600
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In the truly modern flexible learning environment, fixed furniture often needs to make way for
more transient solutions – for the teacher as well as the pupils.

The RondoLift-KF teacher table is entirely mobile, with leg castors allowing easy relocation anywhere
within the classroom during lesson time. Easy adjustment of the gas-sprung central column also
allows for sitting or standing - providing the perfect flexible solution for a variety of subject teaching.
Also available with an optional drawer for IT equipment or general storage. The PantoMove-Soft
(featured in the main photo on the left) is an upholstered version of our most popular, flexible class-
room chair, ideal as partner for the RondoLift-KF.

Hokki

RondoLift-KF

TriTable
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Duo-M

If the requirement for highly durable, more traditional classroom furniture takes precedent, then the combination of the
LuPoGlide chair and Duo-M table will assure many years of service.

A modern version of our original classic, the LuPoGlide chair is suitable for almost any learning environment and our best-selling
classroom chair. The double-skinned polypropylene seat and back-rest provides air-cushioned support and added comfort and the
U-shaped skid base frame is designed to alleviate pressure marks on flooring by evenly distributing the loading weight – particularly
useful on wooden and linoleum floor areas.

The accompanying Duo-M table features two-legged upright support struts for added strength and is similar in design to our popular
Uno-M. The combination of both LuPoGlide and Duo-M provide a classic classroom solution designed for maximum durability and
long-life.

LuPoGlide
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Uno-MPantoSwing-LuPo

Finding the right balance between flexibility, ergonomic comfort and durability is often a challenge for class-
room furniture. Here, the Uno-M table and PantoSwing-LuPo chair is an ideal combination.

The Uno-M classroom table is a classic design suitable for modern or traditional teaching, featuring the extremely
hard-wearing LIGNOdur worktop construction, noted for its durability and resistance to breaking, cracking, deforming
and de-laminating. It is featured here as a double-width version for paired sitting. The cantilevered frame of the
PantoSwing-LuPo chair is designed to allow a gentle rocking motion whilst sitting, aiding concentration by enabling the
body to move more naturally. The seat shell is a double-layered polypropylene construction, creating an air-cushioning
effect for added comfort.
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LuPoStool
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A well-designed ergonomic stool is often preferred over a chair for specialist subjects such
as science or art, providing a more practical space-saving solution.

The LuPoStool is our best-selling stool and can be used in almost any learning environment. The
double-skinned plastic shell is designed to provide air-cushioned support for added comfort and is
available with or without back rests in 3 different size options. The unique U-shaped skid base
frame is designed to alleviate pressure marks on flooring by evenly distributing the loading weight
– particularly useful on wooden and linoleum floor areas.
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Specialist ITC suites require practical table storage and adjustable seating
solutions of suit a variety of pupil age-ranges - often for adult learning too.

The NetWork-Media offers fully integrated cable management and optional IT
storage racks, making it an ideal solution for ITC learning environments. Here, the
NetWork-Media table pairs perfectly with the height adjustable PantoMove-VF
chair, creating a highly flexible ITC solution. The 360° swivel action also serves to
provide unrestricted seat turning for teacher-focused presentations or activities,
where required.

PantoMove-VF

NetWork-Media



PantoMove-LuPo
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RondoLift-KF

For schools with limited space, setting up a temporary work or study table that can be easily
relocated from room to room is often required.

The RondoLift-KF teacher table is entirely mobile, with leg castors allowing easy relocation anywhere
within the classroom or from room to room. Easy adjustment of the gas-sprung central column also
allows for sitting or standing - providing the perfect flexible solution for a variety of subject teaching.
Also available with an optional drawer for IT equipment or general storage. The accompanying
PantoMove-LuPo with height-adjustable foot ring provides an ideal partner to the RondoLift-KF for
total flexibility.
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For active young learners, combining fun and flexibility are key considerations for providing
engagement, stimulation and maintaining interest.

The rounded shape of the Puzzle table provides an ergonomic, visually stimulating option, particularly
suited to very young learners. The soft, curved lines of the table can be grouped together in a
multitude of configurations, creating less angular, more natural shapes throughout the learning
environment. This provides a fun, highly flexible challenge and interaction – the lack of hard corners
also ensures a safer option for over-active pupils! Combined with the highly flexible Hokki stool,
the Puzzle table is an ideal option for art and craft based activities, or informal group study.

Puzzle

Hokki
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When is classroom furniture not classroom furniture? When it is utilised successfully for other
areas within the school!

The durability of VS furniture means it doesn't have to be confined to the classroom. The Compass-VF
chair is structurally strong and highly resistant to wear – easily comparable to most dedicated contract
dining chairs. The LiteTable's extremely lightweight frame and stackable option is ideal for busy
school canteens and refectories. The additional benefit is also visual consistency throughout the
school environment, as well as true colour-matching possibilities if required.

Compass-VF

LiteTable
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Increased usage of tablets and small laptops requires dedicated furniture that is self-contained and easy to
move around the learning environment.

The Compass-VF is a popular, highly robust classroom chair, fitted here with an additional side-mounted worktop
suitable for tablets, laptops and writing pads. It is designed to hold loading weights up to 40kg and tilts vertically for
easy access to and from the seat. Made from durable, high pressure thermosetting resin and composite materials, it
can withstand continued, heavy usage. The Compass-VF with side-mounted worktop is also stackable and is available
in natural beech, or a range of stained wood colour finishes.

Compass-VF
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A corner of a classroom, a dedicated break-out area, or just vibrant soft-seating around the
school in general, the ClubLounge is an ideal solution.

The ClubLounge soft-seating solution is available as a stool, an easy-chair, two-seater sofa or corner
sofa. All of the seating options can be combined to create comfortable, highly attractive configura-
tions to suit any size room or available space. Upholstered in a durable Stamskin material – heavily
utilised within the boating industry – the ClubLounge is extremely resistant to wear and can be
supplied in a variety of vibrant colours.

ClubLounge
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Group gatherings, informal micro-meetings, brainstorming sessions or just a casual congregation over coffee,
the TeamTable provides the perfect solution.

Designed with standing in mind, as opposed to sitting, the soft, curved lines of the TeamTable can be tessellated in a
multitude of configurations quickly and easily where required. Also fitted with an under-shelf for IT equipment or
general storage, the TeamTable is available in 2 heights and a choice of colours for the frame and tops.

TeamTable
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All reception areas should provide visitors with stylish, comfortable soft-seating, creating a
relaxing, welcoming environment within the school.

The Serie Lounge seating solution is an ideal choice for any reception area and staff room and is
available as a stool, bench, armchair, sofa and chaise lounge. All of the seating options can be
combined to create comfortable, highly attractive configurations to suit any size room or available
space. Upholstered in a durable Stamskin material - heavily utilised within the boating industry –
the Serie Lounge is extremely resistant to wear and can be supplied in a variety of different colours.

Serie Lounge
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The Third Teacher is the result of a learning experience that began when three companies joined forces on an
unprecedented project – researching and collating stories from educational thought leaders and learning
communities who sought to redesign the traditional thinking behind the creation of learning environments.
Cannon Design's expertise in K-12 education architecture, VS America's trailblazing work with ergonomic
furniture solutions, and Bruce Mau Design's unrivalled ability to capture and communicate positive innovation,
combined to create this comprehensive and insightful book of ideas and inspirations that help build a better
understanding of flexible learning opportunities within modern educational environments.

If you´d like a copy of The
Third Teacher, please contact
your dealer or distributer.
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3

The
Third Teacher.
The Third Teacher book is an
invaluable resource for anyone
looking to embark on designing
a flexible learning environment.
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VS design and manufacture superior educational furniture, providing schools and teaching institutes with a wide
range of products that are innovative in design, ergonomic in function and highly durable for long-life in service.
VS adhere to the core principles that better, more ergonomic furniture makes for better learners and improves
academic attainment – a philosophy underpinned by the desire to create more flexible learning environments
by offering multiple classroom reconfiguration options throughout many product ranges.

Founded in 1898 in Germany as a family owned organisation, VS is an established brand and has since expanded
to a work-force of over 900 staff, with a full manufacturing plant, global export division and technical training
centre – positioning VS as one of the major international market suppliers of ergonomic educational furniture,
as well as a leading advocate for flexible learning.

4
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The Company.
Founded in 1898 in Tauberbischofsheim, Germany,
VS has since grown to become one of the largest
designers and manufacturers of ergonomic
educational furniture – creating innovative
flexible learning solutions for schools.
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UN Global Compact.
VS is an active member of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC). The aim of the UNGC is to
promote, through the power of joint action, the involvement of companies to address the issues
associated with corporate social responsibility and globalisation. Established in 2000 by the former
UN General Secretary Kofi Annan, the UNCG now has over 8000 company members from all the
world’s regions.

With our commitment to the UNGC, we adhere to the established catalogue of ten principles
within the field of human rights, including social standards, environmental climate protection and
anti-corruption. We promote and support adherence to all the established principles and implement
them by concrete action through our company activities and practices.

The company annual report "Communication on Progress" (COP) illustrates in more detail our efforts
and commitment to support the goals and principles of the Global Compact.

Reliability and responsibility.
VS operate internal business activities to the very highest standards, adhering to an on-going program
of independent testing, quality control, health and safety and environmental responsibility. Details
of operational procedures and standards are outlined in our quality assurance handbook, such as
faithfulness to deadlines, service quality and customer satisfaction.

VS has established a process-orientated quality-management system based on the new standard
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008, ensuring all internal business activities are consistently focused on absolute
quality assurance. VS continually optimise and improve design and manufacturing techniques,
faithfulness to deadlines, general service quality and customer satisfaction – by reviewing, refining
and restructuring our processes on an on-going basis.
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Environmental.
VS furniture is not only satisfies the highest quality, durability and ergonomic requirements for
flexibility, but also takes into account environment-related considerations through the company's
manufacturing processes.

Conserving natural resources is an important consideration and acts as our guiding principle through-
out the entire product development cycle. From incoming raw materials, through to processing and
manufacture, right up to the delivery of the furniture to the customer. Our claim is to address
ecological issues associated with all stages of product development – including recycling wherever
possible.

In order to ensure this comprehensively, we have established an environment-management system
according to DIN EN ISO 14001:2009 in our management structure and in all operative processes.
Through this internationally recognised standard and regular neutral inspection, VS monitor and
record potential instances of ecological damage – continuously improving company environmental
practices based on the assessment of facts obtained.

VS furniture bears the GS symbol – the official
certificate for safety-testing in accordance with
German directives. Furniture is manufactured to
the highest specifications, using the very best
materials and is subjected to vigorous material
and load tests – ensuring unimpaired function-
ality and long-life ideal for the modern demands
of the learning environment.
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